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Executive Summary
The California Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) and the United States Department of
Energy (DOE) entered into an Administrative Order on Consent for Remedial Action (AOC; Docket
No. HSA‐CO 10/11‐037) on December 6, 2010. The AOC describes three chemical investigation
activities to be completed for soil within Area IV and the Northern Buffer Zone (NBZ) at the Santa
Susana Field Laboratory (SSFL):


Phase 1, Co‐Located Samples



Phase 2, Co‐Located Samples from Random Locations



Phase 3, Chemical Data Gap Investigation

The Phase 1, Phase 2 and Phase 3 chemical investigation activities have been completed.
During the Phase 1 co‐located chemical soil sampling efforts, the program contracted with
analytical laboratories that were able to modify standard methods in an effort to produce analytical
data with the lowest analytical method reporting limits (MRLs) achievable. In order to achieve
these low levels for certain organic methods (including pesticides, polychlorinated
biphenyls/triphenyls (PCBs/PCTs) and herbicides), a method modification was utilized by the
contracted laboratories for the preparation procedure, which included an increase in mass of soil
extracted, and a decrease in volume of the final extract. This modification was intended to allow for
sample preparation that would result in MRLs approximately one order of magnitude less than the
primary laboratories routine MRLs.
During the Phase 1 work, a concern was raised by DTSC chemists regarding this method
modification. The concern involved the possibility that the modification would not only result in
the retention of more of the target analyte in the final extract, but also the retention of more
interfering compounds and complexes. The interference could have a negative effect on the
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analytical results and data quality for the target analytes, increasing the level of uncertainty to a
level unacceptable for the project’s analytical program. By driving down the MRLs (and method
detection limits (MDLs)), the effect of site soil matrix interference becomes a bigger issue, which
can potentially impact the confidence in identifying if the analyte is actually present, and if it is the
true target analyte at the low MRLs. This concern is of upmost importance for these organic
methods, as individual sample data generated under the AOC investigation is to be screened against
values from the chemical look up table. The justification for addressing this concern is to ensure
that data generated for this analytical program is defensible, with analytical uncertainty
appropriately constrained such that the method can confidently detect an analyte and its
concentration can be reported with a reasonable degree of accuracy and precision. Without this
level of confidence, the potential increases for making an erroneous decision that a sample result
may exceed background, when in fact it does not. This type of decision error can lead to
determination of the need for cleanup of areas that may not actually exceed background. A balance
is needed to maintain a sufficient level of confidence that manages and minimizes the decision error
associated with determination of exceedance of background where there is no difference, as well as
failing to determine an exceedance of background, when there actually is a difference.
To address this concern, the DTSC chemists suggested conducting an MDL study for herbicides
incorporating the method modifications to allow the evaluation of the method preparation
modification’s effect on a clean sand sample. The precision of the MDLs generated for some of the
herbicide constituents was found to be unacceptable for the analytical program. The MDL study
addressed the effects of the method modification on clean sand, yet the site soil can be a source of
matrix interferences affecting the ability to determine concentrations at the low levels. Certain
quality control steps can be taken to demonstrate that site soil matrix is not impacting data quality
results at these low levels, such as low level matrix spikes, but these steps were not taken early in
Phase 1 on a consistent, per sample batch basis. Thus, it was not demonstrated that the data
generated at these low levels was not affected by site soil matrix interferences. There is some
concern over defensibility of the data quality during Phase 1.
After a thorough review of the low level MRL procedures and results, and in order to address the
unacceptable analytical uncertainty associated with the method modification, Phase 1 MRLs shall
be adjusted to the laboratories standard routine MRLs prior to modification. For Phase 1 existing
data, non‐detects will be adjusted (elevated) to the standard routine MRL and will continue to be
considered as non‐detect values. The detected results will not change, but will be qualified as
estimated values if the result is between the laboratories standard routine MDL and MRL. Only
MRL values will be changed. MDL values will remain the same. These adjustments have been made
for purposes of generating a dataset to be used for screening against the look up table, and the
adjustments will be documented and made available to the public. For future characterization
sampling, it was proposed that analyses using these methods (pesticides, PCB/PCTs and herbicides)
utilize standard analytical MRLs and MDLs. Thus, the Phase 3 chemical data gap sampling utilized
standard analytical MRLs and MDLs, as recommended. If the low level MRLs are to be utilized in
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the future, a low level quality control program is recommended and should be utilized on a per
sample batch basis to demonstrate that the data meet acceptable data quality criteria.
The following sections of this memorandum provide a detailed discussion of the low level method
modifications and the results of this evaluation. This memorandum also discusses the results of the
method verifications for the low level MRLs for pesticides and PCBs.

1.0 Introduction
The California Environmental Protection Agency Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC)
and U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Administrative Order on Consent (AOC) requires soil cleanup
to achieve values based on local background or method reporting limits (MRLs) for soil
contamination in Area IV, the Northern Buffer Zone (NBZ), or contiguous and emanating areas of
Area IV or NBZ of the Santa Susana Field Laboratory (SSFL). The AOC does not specify the actual
MRL values to be used, but it defines this term as “the lowest concentrations at which an analyte
can be confidently detected in a sample and its concentration can be reported with a reasonable
degree of accuracy and precision.” To further clarify “lowest concentrations,” DOE’s Phase 1 Field
Sampling and Analysis Plan dated October 14, 2010 stated the following: “the chemical cleanup to
background or cleanup to detection limits, whichever is greater. However, the chemical
background values for SSFL are currently being developed as well as the chemical one‐in a million
risk‐based screening levels (RBSLs) for the rural residential scenario. Detection limits should be
based on both considerations. Because background values and rural residential RBSLs are not
currently available, analytical detection limits used in this study will be based on reporting limits
previously provided by DTSC that approximated the order of magnitude of the suburban RBSLs
(MWH Americas, Inc. 2005) lowered by two orders of magnitude.”
The Santa Susana Field Laboratory (SSFL) project under the AOC has been conducting required soil
sampling for the last four years. Specific project objectives require laboratories that have been
analyzing data for the site to attempt to meet lower method detection limits (MDLs) and method
reporting limits (MRLs). The methods for which attempts were made to achieve this lower
reporting limit include herbicides method SW‐846 Method 8151/8151A, pesticides method SW‐
846 8081 and PCB method SW‐846 method 8082. Modifications were made to the methods in
anattempt to achieve these lower MDLs and MRLs. Based on a review of the herbicide results and
MDLs and MRLs, it was determined by DTSC chemists (with concurrence from DOE chemists) that
an evaluation of this modified herbicide method was required to verify the low level MDLs and
MRLs. The initial laboratory analyzing samples for this project was Lancaster Laboratories, Inc.
(LLI); they were subsequently requested to perform a method verification study on the modified
herbicide method. EMAX Laboratories, Inc. (EMAX) was the second laboratory utilized to perform
sample analyses; they also performed method modifications to meet these low level MDLs and
MRLs. The results of the these two laboratories modifications are presented below.
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The DOE chemistry team has since conducted an evaluation of the method verification study
performed by LLI for the modified herbicide SW‐846 Method 8151/8151A. SW‐846 is an
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) publication titled Test Methods for Evaluating Solid Waste,
Physical/Chemical Methods and is EPA’s official compilation of analytical and sampling methods that
have been approved and evaluated to comply with the Resource Conversation and Recovery Act
(RCRA) regulations. Twenty‐one replicate spikes were processed by LLI for the method verification
study which yielded MDL results and relative standard deviations (RSDs) that were, in some cases,
higher than the unmodified method, and potentially higher than acceptable for the DOE analytical
program.
These method verification study results were evaluated by the DOE chemistry team to identify
implications to:


The herbicide method modification used during the Phase 1 co‐located and Phase 2 random
sampling programs



The existing data generated using this method modification



Other modified methods that were used during the Phase 1 and Phase 2 soil sample analysis

This memorandum was originally written in March of 2012, however, details of the modified and
unmodified preparation factors were not specified therein. This revised memorandum presents
detailed information provided by the laboratories that support making the necessary adjustments
from modified MRLs to non‐modified MRLs for Phases 1 and 2 herbicide, pesticide and PCB results.
Pesticides and PCBs
At the same time herbicide MRL’s were being verified by and MDL study is was decided ,that the
pesticide and PCB MRLs would be evaluated through separate means. All entities agreed that an
MDL study was not appropriate at that time but that additional “low level” QC samples would be
analyzed. The additional soil quality control (QC) samples were (conducted on a per batch basis)
were spiked near the reporting limit to verify the reporting limits and to evaluate precision and
accuracy results. Details of these results are discussed below along with the information necessary
to make the adjustments from modified MRLs to non‐modified MRLs for Phases 1 and 2 pesticide
and PCB results.

1.1 Analytical Laboratory Limits
Many protocols/procedures have been developed by laboratories to verify that analyzed data are
scientifically valid. One part of this process is determining the lowest level of an analyte that can be
detected in a site sample and whether that level is defensible. Three key components to verify this
level are instrument detection limits (IDLs), MDLs and MRLs. The IDL indicates the presence of
baseline electronic or background noise in the instrument and attempts to provide an indication of
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what signal should be regarded as noise and what signal is a direct response to a target analyte.
The IDL is determined by using the instrument repetitively to test a target analyte‐free sample
(clean blank sample) or extract over several days which tests the background signal by itself. The
standard deviation is calculated from these repetitive results. The IDL value is then determined by
multiplying this standard deviation by three. Any signal higher than the IDL is considered
statistically significant compared to the noise level of the instrument. In general, the IDL is not a
measure of the capability of the test procedure to measure a target analyte in a sample but a
measure of the instruments ability to distinguish between an instrument signal and the presence of
a target analyte.
The MDL as defined in 40CFR Part 136 Appendix B is the “the minimum concentration of a
substance that can be measured and reported with 99% confidence that the analyte concentration
is greater than zero and is determined from analysis of a sample in a given matrix containing the
analyte.” An MDL study uses seven aliquots of an interference‐free spiked clean sample matrix such
as deionized water and/or Ottawa sand (homogeneous quartz sand) spiked with a known amount
of the target analyte and are taken through the entire sample preparation and instrument analysis
process. Seven aliquots have been determined to be the best balance between the effort to perform
the study and the desire to use a small sample set of data that is sufficient to ensure a certain level
of confidence. From these analyses the standard deviation of the results (e.g., a measure of
precision) is determined and then multiplied by the appropriate statistical number to achieve a
99% confidence level.
The MDL is not a measure of the lowest level of analyte in a sample that can be reported with
accuracy but is a measure of the ability of the test procedure to generate a positive response for the
target analyte above the instrument noise level in the absence of any other interferences from the
sample. Interferences are unwanted compounds that impair the ability to constrain the analytical
method uncertainty at the specific action level. In general terms, an interference can be positive or
negative and they can either hide the presence of a real target analyte in the sample (a false
negative) or they can generate a positive signal in the analysis without the target analyte actually
being present in the sample (a false positive).
The MDL is actually a determination of the precision of obtaining a response from very low levels of
a target analyte and has no bearing on quantitative accuracy. A MDL is a statistically calculated
concentration where it is expected to “qualitatively” identify the target analyte. For example, if the
true concentration of an analyte in a sample is equal to the MDL, there is a 50 percent chance the
analyte will be detected and a 50 percent chance it will not be detected. The minimum level of a
target analyte in a sample that can be detected and accurately quantitated is generally defined as
some multiple of the MDL. There is no uniform procedure for this determination and this level may
be anywhere from five to 20 times the MDL. This value then becomes the MRL for that specific
analyte. An MRL can thus be defined as the lowest concentration at which an analyte can be
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confidently detected in a sample and its concentration can be reported with a reasonable degree of
accuracy and precision.
MRLs are based on the following:
1. Preparation factor (expressed as the ratio of mass extracted versus the final volume of the
extract after cleanup procedures)
2. Instrument sensitivity (measured as baseline to noise ratio)
3. Volume of extract injected in the instrument (analyzed)
4. Calibration levels
5. MDL studies
Preparation factors are calculated as follows:
Preparation Factor = Mass Extracted/Extract Final Volume
Larger preparation factor ratios result in lower MRLs because more of the target compounds can be
concentrated into a smaller volume of extract for analysis. However, these larger ratios also
concentrate the interferences associated with low level MDLs and potentially magnify the negative
effects of these interferences.

1.2 Site Specific Rationale for Modifications
For the SSFL site, MRL goals were very low based on the AOC language which required compliance
with applicable state laws, including California Senate Bill 990. Two laboratories were contracted
to analyze SSFL samples at these low levels. LLI’s procedure for accomplishing this request
resulted in a mathematic adjustment to their MRL and MDL. These values were derived by a
modification to the sample preparation in an attempt to achieve lower project MRL target goals for
Phase 1 and Phase 2 analyses. EMAX Laboratories Inc. (EMAX) was the second laboratory; they
utilized an adjustment to the initial calibration as well as a method modification to the sample
preparation.
While it may be acceptable to mathematically adjust MRLs and MDLs lower, a laboratory is still
required to demonstrate that they are meeting the regulatory definition of an MDL. This definition
is a measurement quality objective that constrains the false positive error rate (e.g., concluding that
the analyte is present at the detection limit when, in fact, it is actually absent) to one percent.
In order to verify whether the preparation modifications for both laboratories and the calibration
modification performed by EMAX were acceptable, MDL studies were performed by both
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laboratories as well as the requested method verification study by LLI. MDL studies are laboratory‐
specific and are a measure of the laboratory’s sensitivity using the laboratory’s chemicals,
equipment and staff. LLI and EMAX performed initial MDL studies to demonstrate the ability to
differentiate the signal of the presence of an analyte from the electronic “noise” of the
instrumentation at a high level of confidence. Both laboratories MDL studies did not use site soil
but a clean matrix (Ottawa sand).
Due to the expedited start of the project, an initial MDL study prior to sample analyses by LLI could
not be performed until May 2011. The results of LLI’s May 2011 MDL study showed similar results
as the method verification study indicating that the MDLs and MRLs were defensible (XXXX).
EMAX had sufficient time before sample analyses to perform a limit of quantitation (LOQ) study at
the low levels requested. Ideally the calculated MDL should be no lower than 1/10 of the spike
level. This is referenced in CRF Title 40 Part 136 Appendix B “(3)(b)(2) The sample may be used as
is for determining the method detection limit if the analyte level does not exceed 10 times the MDL
of the analyte in reagent water. The variance of the analytical method changes as the analyte
concentration increases from the MDL, hence the MDL determined under these circumstances may
not truly reflect method variance at lower analyte concentrations. Reporting Section: If the level of
analyte in the sample was below the determined MDL or exceeds 10 times the MDL of the analyte in
reagent water, do not report a value for the MDL.” This is a qualitative evaluation; if the calculated
MDL is higher than 1:10 MDL concentration to analyte concentration ratio, this could indicate that
the analyte was spiked too low. For EMAX’s herbicide MDL study, 6 out of 10 compounds were
above the 1:10ratiolevel as shown in Table 6 indicating that the spike level may have been too low.
As the data was further evaluated, these low level detection limits were questioned regarding
whether the MDLs and MRL results would be defensible when applied to site soil samples. The
modifications of the herbicide method SW‐846 Method 8151A used during Phases 1 and 2 were
identified by DTSC as requiring additional verification due to the complexity of the preparation
procedure. Therefore, LLI’s herbicide method verification study results were reviewed along with
both laboratories MDL studies to evaluate the effects of the modifications on the reported MRL and
MDL values.

2.0 LLI Modified Herbicide Method Verification Study Procedures
The modified herbicide method verification study consisted of a MDL study in triplicate (seven
replicate analyses performed over 3 days) by the initial project laboratory, LLI. Seven replicate
samples were spiked with the target compounds between one and five times the estimated MDL.
Five of the target compounds were spiked below the MRLs used for Phase 1 of the DOE co‐located
program and five of the compounds were spiked above the aforementioned MRL. The target
compounds were spiked into a clean matrix (Ottawa sand). The samples were then processed
through the entire modified preparation procedure including the methylation step (diazomethane)
and analyzed per method requirements. To lower the MRLs by a factor of 10, LLI modified the
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herbicide method by adjusting the method‐required 30 grams of sample and final volume of 10
milliliters (mls) to 60 grams of sample and a final volume of 2 ml. All sample extracts were
required to have a fluorisil cleanup procedure; this helps to reduce interferences. The calculated
modified method MDLs (as produced in the MDL study) were compared to LLI’s Phase 1 reported
MDLs; some analyte MDLs exceeded LLI’s mathematically‐derived Phase 1 MDLs as shown in Table
1.
As stated previously, both laboratories used a clean matrix (Ottawa sand) to perform the MDL
studies. Site soil from SSFL is a heterogeneous mixture of various minerals, each having different
chemical compositions and physical properties. The clean Ottawa sand is not the same as site soil,
and does not take into account interferences present in SSFL site soil (including “clean” site soil)
that impact accuracy and variability (precision). These interferences cause more variability and
increase standard deviation which increases the calculated MDL value.
With input from DTSC chemists, another evaluation of the low level MDLs and MRLs was conducted
by DOE through the analysis of laboratory control samples (LCSs) and matrix spikes (MSs). Target
compounds were spiked at levels approaching the targeted lower MRLs for methods that had been
modified. These additional quality control (QC) sample requirements were implemented during the
latter portion of the Phase 1 co‐located sampling program and are discussed in separate
memoranda.

3.0 LLI Modified Herbicide Method Verification Study Results
The summary of results below is limited to the LLI data generated during the method verification
study. The percent recoveries, calculated MDLs, and relative standard deviations (RSDs) resulted in
varied MDL values. The variability was anticipated to be higher than the calculated MDLs for the
modified herbicide method; however, the variability may exceed the acceptable range for the DOE
analytical project goals. Six of the ten herbicide compounds had MDLs calculated (see Table 1)
using the 21‐point study that were greater than the Phase 1 MDLs used by LLI, and two of the
herbicide compounds had 21‐point study MDL values greater than the MRL used by LLI for the co‐
located sampling program.
Table 1 presents the calculated MDL resulting from each of the three MDL studies performed for the
verification along with the combined 21‐point result. The three independent MDLs were calculated
using a Students’ t value of 3.143, sample size (n)=7, as described in 40CFR Part 136 Appendix B.
The “MDL 21 Point” represents the pooled/combined MDL resulting from all 21 points in the three
MDL studies. The 21‐point MDL was calculated using the Students’ t value of 2.528, n=21. Included
in Table 1 are the modified LLI MRLs and MDLs utilized during the Phase 1 co‐located sampling
program prior to the method verification study. The MDL and MRL values utilized by LLI prior to
the method verification study were mathematically determined by dividing their standard MDL and
MRL by the modified herbicide preparation factor of ten. Derivation and application of this
modified preparation factor is further described in Section 4.
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Table 2 presents the precision of the three independent MDL studies, the precision of the 21‐point
MDL, and the precision of the method as published in SW‐846 Method 8151A. Precision is the
measurement expressed in terms of Relative Standard Deviation (RSD). It is a measure of random
error, the type of error that is not well controlled. Table 2 provides the RSDs for each MDL test and
the RSDs for the 21 points. As shown in Table 2, Method 8151/8151A, published in SW‐846
compendium, has a greater degree of precision compared to the 21‐point MDL study.
Table 3 presents the modified MDL and MRLs for the Phases 1 and 2 data compared to the MDLs for
the 21‐point study. This table also presents the highest MDL value of the three independent seven
point studies for each analyte. Table 3 shows that the MDL 21 point value for four out of ten
compounds exceed the Phase 1 modified herbicide MDLs and two out of ten compounds exceed the
Phase 1 modified herbicide MRLs.

4.0 LLI Pesticide and PCB Method Verification Study Procedures and
Results
Modifications were also performed by LLI for the pesticides and PCB analytical methods in order to
achieve the lower reporting limits. The modification for pesticides consisted of extracting a greater
volume of soil and concentrating the extract to a lower final volume with mandatory florisil and gel
permeation chromatography (GPC) cleanup procedures resulting in a 5X reduction to the standard
MRL. The modification for PCBs consisted of extracting a greater volume of soil and concentrating
the extract to a lower final volume, with a mandatory sulfuric acid cleanup. These modifications
resulted in a reduction of the standard MRLs of 10X.
In order to verify that LLI was achieving the lower reporting limits for pesticides and PCBs, LLI was
requested in September 2011 to analyze additional soil QC samples spiked near the reporting limit.
The QC samples for both pesticides and PCBs consisted of matrix spikes (MS) and laboratory
control samples (LCS) that were spiked at the MRL. LCSs consist of an aliquot of blank matrix
(sand) to which known quantities of the method analytes and all preservation compounds are
added. The MS is prepared and analyzed exactly like the regular samples in the batch. MSs consist
of an second aliquot of a sample in the batch to which known quantities of the method analytes and
all preservation compounds are added. The MS is prepared and analyzed exactly like the regular
samples in the batch.

Spiked parameters for pesticides and PCB were limited to the compounds and parameters specified
in the methods and laboratory SOP’s. The spiked parameters for pesticides included aldrin, alpha‐
BHC, beta‐BHC, lindane, DDD, DDE, DDT, delta‐BHC, dieldrin, endosulfan sulfate, endrin, endrin
aldehyde, endrin ketone, heptachlor, heptachlor epoxide, and methoxychlor. The spiked
parameters for PCBs were included Aroclor 1016 and Aroclor 1260.
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The results of the pesticide evaluation indicate that the sample preparation modifications affected
the accuracy of the reported data at the lowered reporting limit for several of the compounds
evaluated. These included aldrin, DDD, DDE, DDT, dieldrin, endrin, endrin aldehyde and
methoxychlor.
As with the pesticide evaluation, the PCB evaluation also indicated that the sample preparation
modifications affected the precision and accuracy of the reported data at the lower reporting limit
for the range of mixtures covered by Aroclors 1016 and 1260 (SW‐846 Method 8082 recommended
spike parameters) as indicated by LCS and MS results. Because Aroclors 1016 and 1260 encompass
a complete retention time range for all of the Aroclors measured, LCS and MS spikes are limited to
these mixtures. Specific details of the MRL‐MS and MRL‐LCS studies are presented in Attachment D
for pesticides and Attachment E for PCBs. For the MRL‐LCS alpha‐BHC, beta‐BHC, lindane, DDT,
delta‐BHC, endosulfan sulfate, endrin ketone, heptachlor and heptachlor epoxide had recoveries
within the control limits in over 75percent of the samples analyzed. The accuracy of the MRL‐LCS
samples for aldrin, DDD, DDE, dieldrin, endrin, endrin aldehyde and methoxychlor were outside of
the control limits in greater than 25 percent of the measurements. For the MRL‐MS samples,
aldrin, alpha‐BHC, beta‐BHC, lindane, delta‐BHC, heptachlor and heptachlor epoxide had acceptable
recoveries in over 75% of the samples analyzed. All other spiked compounds exhibited recoveries
outside of the control limits in over 25percent of the MRL‐MS samples analyzed. Since the
pesticide verification study indicated unacceptable accuracy for 7 of the 16 compounds evaluated
(endosulfan I, endosulfan II, toxaphene and chlordane were not included in the evaluation) the
recommendation is to use standard method procedures and reporting limits.
For the PCB evaluation, the accuracy of the MRL‐LCS samples was within the control limits
established by LLI for 87.5 percent of the measurements. For the MRL‐MS, 11 of the 22 samples
had recoveries outside of the control limits. Aroclors including 1248, 1254, 1260, and PCT 5460
were reported above the detection limit in 16 of the 22 MRL‐MS samples. The presence of these
aroclors in these samples caused unacceptable accuracy and precision levels that did not meet
program requirements. `
The recoveries for the RL‐MS samples was significantly affected by interfering Aroclor mixtures
detected in the native samples, predominantly for the spiked Aroclor 1260. Accuracy and precision
was also affected significantly when multiple Aroclors were present in the un‐spiked sample used
for the MRL‐MS. When this occurred, LLI identified specific peaks for each Aroclor as the
identification and quantitation peaks. This is based on the major congener peaks in the Aroclor
pattern and distinguishing (unique) peaks for that Aroclor. Further, the LLI SOP states that at least
3 to 6 peaks may be used for quantitation, and a choice of which peaks are used may be necessary
when there are mixtures of Aroclors present. Since each sample can present a unique situation
with regard to the actual Aroclor(s) present along with other peaks native to the sample matrix, it is
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difficult to outline one procedure to use when confronted by a sample with multiple Aroclors. This
approach is consistent with method 8082.

5.0 Laboratory‐Specific Method Modification and Adjustment Details
The following section describes the details of each laboratory’s method modifications for Phases 1
and 2 and the adjustments that were required to reconcile the Phases 1 and 2 herbicide, pesticide
and PCB data MRLs to the verified Phase 3 MRL values.
In general, modifications to the methods were accomplished by increasing the mass of soil
extracted and decreasing the volume of the final extract. Preparation factors vary between the two
laboratories because each laboratory adjusted the sample extraction mass and extract final volumes
by different levels to achieve project specific MRL goals.
EMAX also performed a further adjustment by modifying the initial calibration concentration levels
to detect lower limits and minimize the amount of preparation modification needed to meet the
requested lower limits. These adjustments to initial calibrations (EMAX), extraction mass and
extract final volumes were determined based on laboratory‐specific sensitivity of the instruments
used, initial calibration lower limit points and the laboratories internal MDL studies.
The laboratory‐specific method modification details are provided in the following sections.
Lancaster Laboratories Inc.
Phase 1 and Phase 2
Herbicides and PCBs:
LLI provided the preparation factor used for the modified method in an email dated May 22, 2013.
The soil preparations for the Phase 1 and Phase 2 work started with 60 grams (mass soil extracted)
of soil and ended with a final volume of 2 mL of extract for a factor of 10 from the normal 30 grams
to 10 mls final volume (i.e., preparation factor of 30, based on a ratio of 60/2).
Pesticides:
LLI provided the preparation factor used for the modified method in an email dated August 6, 2013.
The soil preparations for the Phase 1 and Phase 2 work started with 60 grams (mass soil extracted)
of soil to 10 mls and then they performed GPC of 5 mls to 2 ml final volume (i.e., preparation factor
of 15, based on a ratio of (60/10*5/2). Phase 3
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Herbicides and PCBs:
LLI also provided the preparation factor for the unmodified method in the same email dated May
22, 2013. The current preparation factor for the Phase 3 work is 30 grams to 10 mL (i.e.,
preparation factor of 3, based on a ratio of 30/10).
Pesticides:
LLI also provided the preparation factor for the unmodified method in the same email dated August
6, 2013. The current preparation factor for the Phase 3 work is 30 grams to 10 mL with a GPC step
of 5 mLs to 5 mL final volume (i.e., preparation factor of 3, based on a ratio of (30/10*5/5).
LLI Adjustment Factor Application
Herbicides and PCBs:
An adjustment factor of 10 (based on preparation factor ratio of 30/3) is therefore required to
reconcile the Phases 1 and 2 herbicide MRLs to the Phase 3 data. The adjustment factor is
calculated as follows:
Adjustment Factor = Phases 1 and 2 Preparation Factor/Phase 3 Preparation Factor
The adjusted MRLs are calculated as follows:
Adjusted MRL = Phases 1 and 2 MRLs * Adjustment Factor
For example, for herbicide analyte 2,4,5‐T, applying an adjustment factor of 10 to the modified MRL
of 0.17 microgram per kilogram (µg/kg) would result in an associated laboratory standard MRL of
1.7 µg/kg.
In summary the LLI herbicides (Method 8151A) and PCBs (Method 8082A) Phase 1 and Phase 2
MRLs should be multiplied by 10 to adjust them to the Phase 3 MRL levels.
Pesticides:
An adjustment factor of 5 (based on preparation factor ratio of 15/3) is therefore required to
reconcile the Phases 1 and 2 pesticide MRLs to the Phase 3 data. The adjustment factor is
calculated as follows:
Adjustment Factor = Phases 1 and 2 Preparation Factor/Phase 3 Preparation Factor
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The adjusted MRLs are calculated as follows:
Adjusted MRL = Phases 1 and 2 MRLs * Adjustment Factor
For example, for pesticide analyte Alpha BHC, applying an adjustment factor of 5 to the modified
MRL of 0.17 microgram per kilogram (µg/kg) would result in an associated laboratory standard
MRL of 0.85 µg/kg.
In summary the LLI pesticides (Method 8081B) Phase 1 and Phase 2 MRLs should be multiplied by
5 to adjust them to the Phase 3 MRL levels.EMAX Laboratories Inc.
Phase 1 and Phase 2
Herbicides, Pesticides and PCBs:
EMAX followed a similar convention to lower their standard MRLs to try to meet the project‐
specific MRL goals. EMAX provided the preparation factors for the modified method in an email
dated May 21, 2013 (and subsequent follow up confirmation emails); the soil preparation factor for
the Phase 2work (the only phase they participated in) was 20 grams to 5 mL for herbicides and 30
grams to 4 mL for PCBs and pesticides. As an extra step, EMAX also modified the initial calibration
concentration levels and performed MDL studies on a clean sand matrix (Ottawa sand) to achieve
and verify the requested low levels. The EMAX 7‐point soil MDL study was performed in
September 2011 and used to establish the precision of the MDLs. In addition to the MDL study,
EMAX performed LOQ verifications quarterly. An LOQ is another measure of identifying the lowest
concentration that can be reliably achieved within specific limits of precision and accuracy during
routine laboratory operating conditions. LOQs are normally set rather than systematically
determined through processes at the laboratory level.
Herbicides:
The MDL study and the LOQ verifications for herbicides were performed using the modified
preparation of 20 grams to 5 ml. Attachment B provides the modified preparation, results of the
MDL study, and the LOQ verifications. The precision of these low level MDLs for all analytes was not
proven as shown in Table 6 where six out of ten analytes had calculated MDLs that were greater
than 1/10 the spike level as discussed previously. The interferences associated with site soils
would also increase the lack of precision for low level MDLs. These modifications and results of the
EMAX MDL LOQ studies for Low Level Method 8151 Soil are shown in Attachment B.
Pesticides:
The MDL study and the LOQ verifications for pesticides were performed using the modified
preparation of 30 grams to 4 ml. Attachment B provides the modified preparation, results of the
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MDL study, and the LOQ verifications. The precision of these low level MDLs for all analytes was not
proven as shown in Table 6 where six out of ten analytes had calculated MDLs that were greater
than 1/10 the spike level as discussed previously. The interferences associated with site soils
would also increase the lack of precision for low level MDLs. These modifications and results of the
EMAX MDL LOQ studies for Low Level Method 8081X Soil are shown in Attachment B.
PCBs:
The MDL study and the LOQ verifications for PCBs were performed using the modified preparation
of 30 grams to 4 ml. Attachment B provides the modified preparation, results of the MDL study, and
the LOQ verifications. The precision of these low level MDLs for all analytes was not proven as
shown in Table 6 where six out of ten analytes had calculated MDLs that were greater than 1/10 the
spike level as discussed previously. The interferences associated with site soils would also increase
the lack of precision for low level MDLs. These modifications and results of the EMAX MDL LOQ
studies for Low Level Method 8082X Soil are shown in Attachment B.Phase 3
Herbicides:
EMAX provided the preparation factor for the unmodified method in the same email dated May 21,
2013. The preparation factor for the Phase 3 work is 10 grams to 5 mL for herbicides.
Pesticides and PCBs:
EMAX provided the preparation factor for the unmodified methods in the same email dated May 21,
2013. The preparation factor for the Phase 3 work is 30 grams to 10 mL for pesticides and PCBs.
EMAX Adjustment Factor Application
Herbicides:
Because EMAX modified the initial calibration concentration levels as well as the preparation
factors to achieve the lower limits, this resulted in each herbicide analyte having a specific
adjustment factor. These unique adjustment factors are shown in the last column of Table 5a.
These analyte specific adjustment factors are required to reconcile the Phases 1 and 2 MRLs for
herbicides to the Phase 3 data. The adjustment factors are calculated as follows:
Adjustment Factor = Phase 3 MRL/Phases1 and 2 MRL
The adjusted MRLs are calculated as follows:
Adjusted MRL = Phases 1 and 2 individual MRLs * Individual Adjustment Factors
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For example, for herbicide analyte 2,4,5‐T, applying an adjustment factor of 58.824 to the modified
MRL of 0.17 µg/kg would result in an associated laboratory standard MRL of 10.00 µg/kg.
In summary, the EMAX herbicides (Method 8151A) Phase 1 and Phase 2 MRLs should be multiplied
by the analyte‐specific adjustment factor shown in Table 5a to adjust them to the Phase 3 MRL
levels.
Pesticides:
Because EMAX modified the initial calibration concentration levels as well as the preparation
factors to achieve the lower limits, this resulted in each pesticide analyte having a specific
adjustment factor. These unique adjustment factors are shown in the last column of Table 5b.
These analyte specific adjustment factors are required to reconcile the Phases 1 and 2 MRLs for
pesticides to the Phase 3 data. The adjustment factors are calculated as follows:
Adjustment Factor = Phase 3 MRL/Phases1 and 2 MRL
The adjusted MRLs are calculated as follows:
Adjusted MRL = Phases 1 and 2 individual MRLs * Individual Adjustment Factors
For example, for pesticide analyte Alpha‐BHC, applying an adjustment factor of 11.76 to the
modified MRL of 0.17µg/kg would result in an associated laboratory standard MRL of 1.999 µg/kg.
In summary, the EMAX pesticides (Method 8081X) Phase 1 and Phase 2 MRLs should be multiplied
by the analyte‐specific adjustment factor shown in Table 5b to adjust them to the Phase 3 MRL
levels.
PCBs:
Because EMAX modified the initial calibration concentration levels as well as the preparation
factors to achieve the lower limits, this resulted in each PCB analyte having a specific adjustment
factor. These unique adjustment factors are shown in the last column of Table 5c. These analyte
specific adjustment factors are required to reconcile the Phases 1 and 2 MRLs for PCBs to the Phase
3 data. The adjustment factors are calculated as follows:
Adjustment Factor = Phase 3 MRL/Phases1 and 2 MRL
The adjusted MRLs are calculated as follows:
Adjusted MRL = Phases 1 and 2 individual MRLs * Individual Adjustment Factors
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For example, for pesticide analyte Alpha‐BHC, applying an adjustment factor of 11.76 to the
modified MRL of 1.7µg/kg would result in an associated laboratory standard MRL of 19.92 µg/kg.
Another nuance of EMAX PCB reporting was also evaluated. In the calibrations, EMAX assigned 1/5
of the spike value to each of the five selected peaks and then calculates the calibration factor based
on these results. Therefore, the five peaks are summed up to equal the total concentration. The
samples are quantitated consistent with the calibration. Specifically, the sum of the five peaks is
equivalent to the total concentration. This is the same as in the calibration. No averaging is needed
and the group result (sum of the five peaks) would only need to be adjusted by the extraction/prep
factor (0.13 Phase 1 and 2 or 0.33 Phase 3) and the moisture content. In the event that multiple
aroclors are detected in on sample with co‐eluting quantitation peaks, the peak that is affected is
eliminated for quantitation purposed.
In summary, the EMAX PCBs (Method 8082X) Phase 1 and Phase 2 MRLs should be multiplied by
the analyte‐specific adjustment factor shown in Table 5c to adjust them to the Phase 3 MRL levels.

6.0 Verification and Demonstration of Adjustment Factors
Two comparisons were performed to verify and demonstrate the adjustment factors for the
modified method MRLs and the unmodified method MRLs for both LLI and EMAX.
One comparison involved reviewing the method blank site‐specific herbicide, pesticide and PCB
data that had been analyzed with the modified method and comparing it to non‐site‐specific
method blank herbicide, pesticide and PCB data that the laboratory had analyzed in the same time
frame by the unmodified method. A method blank is a portion of analyte‐free water or soil of the
same volume or weight as that used for the routine sample preparation. Surrogates and other
monitoring compounds are added to the method blank which is then taken through the entire
sample processing procedure just as if it was a regular sample. Method blanks are subjected to all
sample preparation procedures performed on any one sample such as the fluorisil cleanup
discussed previously. Method blanks help monitor possible sources of contamination in a
laboratory through sample preparation and analysis.
Tables 4a, 4b, and 4c show the MRL comparisons for LLI’s method blanks for Phase 1 and Phase 2
(using modified method) and Phase 3 (using unmodified method). This demonstrates and verifies
how LLI’s adjustment factor was applied to site specific data and non‐site specific data.
As stated previously the adjustment factors for EMAX are analyte‐specific and involved not only a
modified preparation factor but also an adjustment to the initial calibration concentration levels.
Based on this scenario a method blank comparison was only evaluated for site‐specific samples as
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shown on Tables 5a, 5b and 5c. Tables 5a, 5b, and 5c show EMAX’s method blanks for Phase 1 and
Phase 2 (using modified method) and Phase 3 (using unmodified method).
The second comparison involved review of site‐specific method blank samples from Phase 1
(modified method) against site‐specific method blank samples from Phase 3 (unmodified method).
These comparisons of LLI data are also shown in Tables 4a, 4b, and 4c (two “site specific” columns).
LLI’s adjustment factor of 10 and 5 can be verified from comparison of the modified method results
to the unmodified method results (e.g., herbicide analyte dalapon had a modified MRL of 9 µg/kg
and an unmodified MRL of 90 µg/kg).
For EMAX, Tables 5a, 5b and 5c show the difference in the factor of the site‐specific method blanks
for each analyte in Phases 1 and 2 and Phase 3. Each analyte has a specific adjustment factor (last
column in the table) to convert the modified MRL to the unmodified MRL as shown by Phase 3 site‐
specific method blanks (e.g., herbicide analyte dalapon had a modified MRL of 9 µg/kg and the
unmodified MRL is 10 µg/kg (i.e., 9*1.111)). The adjustment factors are for MRLs only in samples
that are non‐detect only. Because some results were reported below the MRL but above the MDL
(qualified estimated “J”) MDLs will not be adjusted. If MDLs are adjusted, a separate adjustment
factor will be calculated.
Along with the laboratory method blank documentation, additional backup information has been
provided by the laboratories to verify and demonstrate the modified method procedures and to
justify the required adjustment of data based on the conclusions of this memorandum. This backup
information is provided in the following attachments:


Attachment A, Part 1, MDL Test Data, provides the herbicide target compound spike
concentrations in the sample, amount measured, and calculated recovery in each of the three
LLI MDL studies. This attachment also shows the average recovery per individual MDL test
and the average recovery per the three MDL tests combined.



Attachment A, Part 2, Data Table, provides all the raw herbicide data from LLI. This includes
all seven MDL test trials and statistical analyses. Data in Attachment A, Part 2 used in Tables
1 through 3 are color coded to show their relation to specific tables.



Attachment B provides EMAX’s laboratory back up documentation of their study results.



Attachment C presents email documentation and laboratory raw data results.



Attachment D provides the documentation for the pesticide LCS and MS study results



Attachment E provides the documentation for the PCB LCS and MS study results
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7.0 Recommendations
Based on evaluation of the herbicide method verification study results described above and
presented in Tables 1 and 2, the following recommendations are made for the DOE analytical
program:
1. Utilize standard SW‐846 herbicide, pesticide and PCB methods without modifications in
future DOE sampling/analysis efforts. The herbicide method verification study indicated
unacceptable MDL results for six of the ten target compounds. This is based on the
mathematically adjusted MDLs determined during this study that exceeded the reported
“J” value (calculated MDLs) used during Phase 1 and Phase 2, Attachment A Part 2. In
summary, modified method procedures led to results that did not achieve MDLs as the
“minimum concentration of a substance that can be measured and reported with 99%
confidence that the analyte concentration is greater than zero and is determined from
analysis of a sample in a given matrix containing the analyte.” The mathematically
adjusted MDLs were based on a clean matrix (Ottawa sand). Modified method procedures
using site soils would not be expected to achieve MDL definition due to increased
interferences. Use of unmodified methods and method reporting limits allows the
program to utilize multiple laboratories that can demonstrate acceptable MDL results.
2. Elevate the Phase 1 and Phase 2 herbicide, pesticide and PCB MRLs to the associated
laboratory’s unmodified MRL. Detected results from Phases 1 and 2 will not change, but
will be qualified as estimated “J” values if the result is below the associated laboratory’s
standard MRLs. Non‐detect results will be elevated to the new MRLs with “U” qualifier. A
“Y” qualifier will be added to all Phases 1 and 2 sample results for herbicides, pesticides
and PCBs to indicate the adjustment to the MRLs. Because results that were originally
detected between the MDL and the MRL were qualified as estimated “J”, the MDLs will not
change.
3. Verify modified methods for other representative organic chemicals. This has been done
for the latter portion of the Phase 1 co‐located sampling program, 20 low‐level LCS results
for polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), and 9 low‐level pesticides.
4. Include a low‐level MS and LCS QC program for all sample batches if modified methods
are desired for future DOE sampling programs.
In summary, LLI initially mathematically adjusted their unmodified MDL values to lower level
(modified) MDL values. These low level MDLs could not be verified with the May 2011 MDL study
and/or the method verification study. Both MDL studies were performed with a clean matrix
(Ottawa sand); this is routine but does not address the site soil interferences that would further
decrease the precision of low level MDLs. The analyses of a limited number of low level spike
samples were performed too late in the process of sample analyses to validate the non‐detect
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sample results. Without the known impacts of interferences caused by site soils and confirmation
of low level MDLs by low level spikes, the mathematical adjustment made to the MRLs could not be
verified.
EMAX demonstrated a lower MRL value in a clean matrix using a modified preparation factor and
modified calibration concentration levels in their MDL study. EMAX was able to achieve the lower
limits through statistical analyses with a clean matrix, however, these low limits were not verified
in the site soil matrices and calculated MDL values were also than a ratio of 1:10 of the spike level
in six out of ten compounds.
For both laboratories, the lines of evidence to verify the low level MRLs such as the laboratory‐
specific MDL studies and limited low level spikes results could not substantiate the precision of the
low level MRLs in the site’s soil matrix and potential interferences. The adjustment factors
discussed in Section 4 have been mathematically confirmed between the Phases 1 and 2 data and
Phase 3 data and have been used to convert the low level MRLs to the appropriate standard MRLs
required for site‐specific data and for all future analyses.
cc: John Jones, DOE
Stephanie Jennings, DOE

